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When designing industrial applications, engineers want to work with robust and reliable packages that can 
withstand harsh environments as well as extreme electrical conditions. With the evolution and miniaturization 
of the integrated circuit (IC), packages have also evolved and become smaller. While smaller packages lead to 
smaller total solutions, they come with some disadvantages, making it harder for engineers to quickly and easily 
rework boards that fail in the field, or extract heat from the system - both important considerations in industrial 
design.

Integrated circuits come in a variety of shapes and sizes, and can be physically connected into a given circuit in 
a number of ways. In this post, I’ll discuss the robustness of various packages such as the TO-263, TO-220, and 
the SOIC, specifically with regards to TI’s LM2576, LM2596, LM2676, and LMR36510 SIMPLE SWITCHER® 
step-down regulators. These packages provide an easy assembly, along with superior thermal characteristics.

Ease of Use

LM2576, LM2596, and LM2676 nonsynchronous buck converters require only input and output capacitors, a 
power inductor, and a catch diode for a complete circuit application, which makes each design very simple, with 
low part count and low cost. Figure 1 illustrates the products with each package option.

Figure 1. LM2576, LM2596, and LM2676 Regulators

The long leads of the DDPAK and TO packages allow for easy soldering during assembly compared to other 
packages that have very short leads or leads under the package. The TO-220 packages enable engineers to 
either bolt the device to the PCB, which can be useful if an application requires extreme mechanical stability 
due to quick, sudden changes in direction or movement, and/or bolt an additional heat sink on the device, if an 
application requires maximum heat dissipation.
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Figure 2. HSOIC-8 Package Used for LMR36510 and LMR33610 Regulators

The SOIC-8 package of the LMR36510 and LMR33610 also offers improved resistance to mechanical strain. 
The helps to absorb physical flex on a PCB which makes the end equipment more resilient. The leads facilitate 
quick visual inspection of a PCB which can be helpful when debugging in the field. TI’s LMR36510 and 
LMR33610 are  a scalable device family meaning that every device in the family shares the same pin-out, 
allowing engineers to use the same PCB layout for multiple designs and save time.

Thermal Performance

LM2576, LM2596 and LM2676's package types offer excellent heat-dissipating characteristics. In nearly all 
applications, a heat sink is not required; saving space and reducing cost and part count. For both the TO-263 
and TO-220 packages, the junction-to-case temperature increases 2°C/W. The junction-to-case temperature 
increases 30°C/W for switching-regulator devices with smaller TSSOPs.

Better thermal resistance means that the part won’t heat up as much during operation, which makes it (and thus 
the overall system) more stable and reliable. As part heats up, the electrical characteristics can vary depending 
on how hot the part gets. At higher temperatures, efficiency and regulation can worsen. If a part reaches its 
upper temperature threshold, it can become damaged, causing the system to fail.

The applications engineering team at TI tested the thermal performance of the LM2596 buck converter against 
pin-to-pin compatible parts from various manufacturers. These parts will be referred to as Regulator W, X, Y, Z. 
Table 1 below shows a summary of the measured temperatures of the IC as well as the catch diode during short 
circuit tests. All tests were performed using the TO-263 package on PCBs with the same layout and external 
components.

Table 1. LM2596 Temperature Comparison During Short Circuit Test (24 Vin)
IC Temperature (°C) Diode Temperature (°C)

TI Simple Switcher LM2596 38.1 69.9

Regulator W 80.9 110.0

Regulator X 59.2 85.5

Regulator Y 45.7 88.4

Regulator Z 57.9 78.6

Conclusion

For industrial designs where excellent thermal performance is of utmost importance, consider using 
TI’s LM2576, LM2596, and LM2676 regulators in robust packages which offer reduced part count and a proven 
track record of performance. The ease of use and scalability of the LMR36510 and LMR33610 can help simplify 
your designs and save time.

Additional Resources:
• Learn more about thermal performance in this training video series, "Thermal Performance – It Matters."
• Read these technical articles:

– "Advantages of Scalability: from Peter Parker to pin strapping."
– "How to increase system reliability and simplify design using DC/DC converters."
– "The importance of accurate switching frequency and current limit when selecting buck regulators."

• Find all TI Packages here.
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